Abstract. We propose a definition of hierarchical heterogeneous formal specifications, where each module is specified according to its own homogeneous logic. We focus on the specification structure which we represent by a term in order to take benefit of classical knowledge on terms. For example, substitutions solve implementation sharing of modules. Then, we show how proof mechanisms can be expressed inside our framework. Our proof system involves both the homogeneous inference relations associated to the logics of modules and property inheritance relations associated to the structuring primitives. Heterogeneous primitives allow to move from one logic to another. We sketch out the specification of a travel agency given according to our particular framework of structured specifications. We demonstrate on this specification how a heterogeneous proof can be handled.
Introduction
Today, a number of formal foundations and tools exist to treat specification modules independently, or hierarchical specifications: formal languages, theorem provers, test generation tools, etc. Moreover the structure of the specifications becomes a privileged object of study, as in the software architecture approaches [PW92] . The CoFI initiative for example [CoF96] , which is defining a common language core for algebraic specifications, gives a large place to structuring issues [BST99] . Also several studies focus on the structuring primitives of algebraic specifications [Wir93, HST94, DGS93] . Bringing into operations formal methods and specifications on complete industrial projects requires reusability issues. In order to reuse various already implemented components, we should take them as they are, with their formalisms. The question addressed by this paper is precisely how to combine such heterogeneous components.
We propose a general framework allowing to take into account both classical structuring primitives ([Wir93, HST94, DGS93] ) and special translation primitives that introduce heterogeneity in specifications. We deal with structuring primitives, uniformly according to the syntactic, semantic and proof considerations. For this, we abstract them by the notion of constructor and we look for characterizing minimal requirements allowing us to combine them into a hierarchical heterogeneous specification (HHS in the sequel) in a coherent way.
From a syntactic viewpoint, we represent structured specifications as terms with specification modules as function symbols (constructors). For example, we denote the enrichment of n specifications SP 1 , . . . , SP n with a module P by the term use P (SP 1 , ..., SP n ). There are as many different use constructors as different enrichment modules P . All other primitives, such as forget, rename, as well as the translation primitive het, are constructors. Moreover, each constructor is provided with an application domain giving which specification terms it may import. Then, specifications are simply terms with respect the application domains. Equal subterms of such a specification represent a unique sub-specification.
From a semantic viewpoint, the models of a specification are defined on its exported signature so that they belong to the top level constructor logic. Following previous works on modularity issues ([Bid87,NOS95]), constructor semantics are sets of functions (implementations) associating to the imported models a model over the exported signature. The ability to manage multiple importations from different logics, as well as the sharing aspects are solved by using semantic substitution mechanisms.
From a proof-theoretical viewpoint, we associate to each module an inference mechanism especially devoted to capture the rôle of the constructor w.r.t. to the transmitted properties from the imported specifications to the global specification. We then formalize the proof principle which consists in delegating lemmas along the specification structure ([HST94] uses the term "diving") in such a way that pieces of homogeneous proofs can be reused.
The main contribution of our HHS framework is that the syntax, semantic and proof-theoretical parts of a specification can be systematically derived from those of the constructors (structuring primitives) occurring in it. This modelling easily admits heterogeneous components within a specification. We illustrate our purpose with a simplified HHS of a travel agency and a significant heterogeneous proof about it. The specification combines about a dozen modules and 3 formalisms, and heterogeneous components are glued together using heterogeneous bridges.
1 Homogeneous Logics
Definition
As usual, system components are specified by means of a set of sentences over their signature, according to their formalism. Homogeneous formalisms are simi-
